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Abstract 
AHT-EMAP synthesizes adaptive reson;wce theory (AHT) and spatial a.nd temporal ev-
idence integration for dyna.rnic predictive mapping (EMAP). The network extends the ca.pa-
bilities of fuzzy AH.TMAP in four incremental stages. Stage I introduces distributed pattern 
representation at a view category field. Stage 2 adds a decision criterion to the mapping 
between view and object categories, delaying identification of ambiguous objects when faced 
with a low confidence prediction. Stage :3 augrnents the system with a field where evidence 
accurmrh1tes in medium-term mernory (MTM). Stage 4 adds an unsupervised learning pro-
cess to fine-tune perforrnance after tbe limited initial period of supervised nfltwork training. 
Simulations of the four AH'I'-EMAP stages dernonstra.te perfonnance on a difficult :3-D object 
recognition problem. 
Object recognition by spatial and temporal evidence accumulation 
AHT-EMAP (Figure 1) is a neural network architecture that uses spatial and temporal 
evidence accnrnulation to recognize target objects and pattern classeo in noisy or ambiguous 
input cnvironrnents (Carpenter and Ross, 199:la, 199:lb). During perfonnance, Alrl'-EMAP 
integrates spatial evidence distributed aero;;;; recognition categoric;; to predict a pattern elaos. 
When a decision criterion detcrrnines t.he pattern class choice to be ambiguous, additiona.l 
inpnt frorn the same; unknown class is sought. Evidence frorn rnultiple inputs accurrrulatc;; 
until the decision criterion is satisfied and the ;;y;;tcrn make;; a high confidence prediction. 
Accumulated evidence can also fine-tunc performance during unsupervised rehearsal learn-
mg. 
ln four incrernental stages, AHT-EMAP improves predictive accuracy of fuzzy AH:fMAP 
(Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen !992) and extends its domain to in-
clude spatio-tcrnporal recognition and prediction. AWI'-EMAP application;; include a vision 
system that samples 2-D perspectives of :3-D objects. ln this scenario, a sensor generates 
an organized database of inputs that are views of each object frorn different perspectives or 
noisy smnplcs of fixed view;;. Evidence a.ccurnulation has been successfully used in neural 
network machine vision applications, as in the aspect network (Ba.loch and Waxman, 1991; 
Seibert and Waxman, 1 990). AHT-EMAP further develops this strategy. 
-----------· 
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Figure 1: AHT-EMAP architecture_ The AHTMAP map field pnb is replaced with a rnulti·· 
field Ei'v!AP module. During testing, a. distributed Fi' output pattern y", resulting frorn 
partial contrast enhancement of Fr" ·-> Fi' input T", is filtered through Ei'v!AP weights wjf; 
to dct.erminc the F'tb activity x"b If a predictive decision criterion is not met, adclition;ll 
input can be sought. 
3-D object recognition 
Sirnulations illustrate pcrforn1ance of fuzzy AHTMAP and Alff-Ei'v!AP (Stages 1 · 1), on 
a recognition problem tha.t requires a system to identify three similar :J .. l) objects (pyrarnid, 
prisrn, houst~). Inputs consist of ambiguous 2-D views tal,cn from variou:; angles (Figure 2). 
'I' he problem is rnacle difficult by the :;imilarity of views across object;; and by several test set. 
views that do not resernble any training Siot view of the same object. Fuzzy Alri'MAl' cor .. 
rec:tly identifies only M. 7% of the objcc:tsfrom noise-free test set images. Stage 1 A RI'-EMAP 
raises performance accuracy to 70.6%, while Stage 2 and Stage 3 both boost performance to 
98.0%. 
Database inputs: The simulation database was constructed using Matbcrna.tica to 
generate shaded 2-D projections of :3-D object;; illuminated by an achromatic point light 
source. For each of the three objects, 24 training set views were obtained from perspectives 
spaced :30° to 60° apart around a viewing hemisphere (Figure 2a). For each object, 17 test 
set views, spaced at 45o intervals, were obtained from perspectives between those of the 
training set (Figure 2b). Each 2-D view was then preprocessed, using Gabor fllten; (Gabor, 
1946; Daugrnan, 1988) to recover boundaries, competitive interactions to sharpen boundary 
locations and orientations (Gro:osbcrg and Mingolla, 1985), and coarse coding, to yield a 
100-componcnt input vector a. Tlw preprocessing algorithm is a. typical featmc extractor, 
chosen to illustrate comparative perfonna.ncc of cli[Fcrcnt recognition systems, ancl was not 
sdec:tecl to optimize performance of any one of these sy:;t.crm;. 
Training regime: Fuzzy AWI'MAP and AHT-El\IAP St.agc 1 through Stage <I \\'Crc 
cvccluccted using both cc noise-free test set ccnd " noisy test set. 'l'he noisy test set was 
constructed by adding Gaussian noise (SD = 0.2) to each input component. Each systern 
was initially trained under one stccndard supervised learning protocol, with the training set 
presented once. Since the training set views were selected to be sparse and nonrcdundant, 
a situcction of minimal code compression was simulated during training. This wccs ccchicved 
by assigning cc high vccluc to the AH:TMAP baseline vigilance (rJ., = 0.9), which established 
58 AR'l~, recognition categories for the 72 training set pairs (Figure 1 ). 
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Figure 2: :l-D object database images. (a) 'I'he training set consists of 24 views spaced 30° 
60° degrees ccpart within the front viewing hemisphere of each object. 'I'he topmost training 
inMges for each ordered set arc views taken from ccbove the object, the bottommost from 
beneath the object, etc. (b) 'I' he test set includes 17 new vif~ws of the front hemisphere, 
spaced 45° apart. 
Fuzzy ARTMAP simulation: Perforrnann• measures of fuzzy AHTMAP and Airl'-
EMAP on the :l-D object recognition database arc summarized in Figure 3, for noise-free 
test set inputs (plots a-c) and for noisy test set inputs (plots d-1'). 'I'hc prediction of each 
test set view is represented graphintlly, on shaded viewing hemispheres. Each hemisphere 
shows 17 faces, which correspond to the 17 test sd viewing angles (Figme 2b ). For each 
simulation, three hemispheres show object c:lass predictions made by the systern in response 
to the corresponding input, with shading of a face indicating a prediction of pyramid (black), 
prism (gray), or house (white). 
Fuzzy Al'n.'MAP made only G4.7% correct object class predictions on the noise-free test 
set (Figme :3a), and 60.8% c:orrc~ct predictions on the noisy test set (Figure 3d). This poor 
performance indicates the difficult nature of the problem when prediction must be made on 
the basis of a single view. Note, for example, that many of the test set inputs fron1 the 
lower left part of the pyramid view hemisphere were incorrectly identified as prism views. 
'l'he reason for these errors can he inferred from the similarity between the corresponding 
pyramid and prism 2-D views in the test set (Figure 2b ). 
ART-EMAP Stage 1: Spatial evidence accumulation 
ART-EMAP employs a spatial evidence accumulation procesc; that integrates a dis· 
tributcd pattern of activity acrose; coded category nodes to help disarnbiguate a noisy or novel 
. . 
input. In contrac;t, previous Al\.'f (Carpenter and Grossberg, !987; Ciwpcnter Grossberg, 
and Roe>en, 1991) and AHTMAP (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds, 1991; Carpenter el 
al., 1992) c;imulations chose only the most highly activated category node at the field F.'j as 
the basis for recognition and prediction. 
In the fast-leam fuzzy AirrMAP system, the input from F{ to the .f'" F'j' node is given 
by: 
lA 1\ w"l 
·- .1 
c:t + lwjl 
(Figure 1 ). Fu:.ozy Alri'l'v!AP ue>es a binary choice rule: 
'[' '/·'a > '/ ·~l I J . :1 
otherwise. 
for all j f .J 
( I ) 
(:2) 
'I'hen, only tlw F';,' category J that rec:ievcs rnaxirnal F{' ---> Fj' input predicts the Ill{!& 
output. 
AKr-EMAP also uocs the bina.ry choice rnle (2) during the initial period of supervised 
training. Ilowever, during performance, F~' output y" is determined by less exteme contrast 
enhancement of the F{' ---; F2' input pattern T". Limited contrast enhancement extracts 
rnore information frorn the relative activations of !•';,' categories than does the all-or-none 
choice rnlc (2). 
Power rule: Rai;;ing the input. 'lj' of the j'" F';,' category to a power p > I is a simple 
way to implement contrast enhancement .. Equation (:l) defines a norrnali:.oed power rule'= 
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Figure :3: 3-D object simulation:;. Response viewing hcmi:;phercs for each object show pre-
dictions from ca.c:h test set view. A window in the hemisphere correspond:; to one of the 17 
test views (Fig. 2b). Plot:; (a), (b), and (c) :;how noise-free test set results and plots (d), (c), 
and (f) show noi:;y test set results. Plot:; (a) and (d) show fuzzy AHTMAP performance, 
using the Fi' choice rule. Plots (b) and (c) show Stage 1 AHT-EMAP performance u:;ing the 
power rule (:3) with p = 24. Plots (c) and (f) :;how Stage :3 AHT-EMAP performance with 
J! = 211 plu:; temporal evidence accmnulation with t.hc decreasing decision criterion (10) and 
multiple views. 
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Normalization constrains the F!J output values to a rnanagcable range without altering rel-
ative values or subsequent predictions. The power rule (:3) approximates the dynamics of 
a shunting competitive short-term-memory (STM) network that contrast-enhances its input 
pattern (Grossberg, 197:3). The power rule is equivalent to the choice rule (2) when pis large. 
For smaller p, the distributed activity pattern (:3) uses inforrnation from the relative F1' cat-
egory activation:> to improve test set predictive performance at AR'T/,. ln all AHT-Elv!AP 
:3-D object :>imulations, p = 24. 
After contrast enhancement, the F1' output y" is filtered through the weight:> w]f to 
activate the EMAP Jield F['b The input S'f/ from F2' to the k'h F{'b node obeys the equation: 
(rab 
,)k ( 1) 
Since distributed F2' activity generally determines distributed EMAP field F{'b input, some 
mean:> of choosing a winning prediction at the EMAP field is required. 'fhe simplc;;t method 
. . 
is to choose the EMAP category 1\ that receives rnaxirnal input from F2'· 'I'his cttn be 
implerncntecl by letting :r/~b = S'fi> and defining F1'1> activity by: 
r·r· ·r·n{) > .,,ab 
''I\ ' 'k 
0 otherwic;c. 
for all k f f{ 
Other rnethods for predicting an AI!'!& catcg;ory will be di;;cuc;sed below. 
(5) 
Stage 1 simulation: Like fuzzy Alrl'MAP, Stage J AH:f-Ei\IIAP, with its spatially 
distributed activity pattern at F'.;', is required to rna.ke a. prediction from each single test set 
view. Nevertheless, predictive accuracy improvces significantly, frorn 64.7% to 70.6% on the 
noise-free test set (Figure :Jb) and from 60.8% to M.7% on the noisy test. set (Figure :Jc). 
Stage 2: EMAP predictive decision criterion 
An alternative to tire Stage 1 predictive choice rule (5) uses a. decision cr-i!cr-ion (DC) a.t 
the EMAP field F.'/b The decision criterion permits AR'll, choice only when tire rnost active 
category ]\"becomes a. rninirnunr proportion rnore active than the next most ttc.tive E~li\l' 
category. 'fhus: 
--
N oise-frcc test set Noisy test set 
DC Percent Average# vic:.~ws Percent Average il views 
-
5 98.0 4.8 90.2 6.8 
4 92.2 4.:3 96.1 6.0 
;) 92.2 4.2 94.1 4.1 
- -· ··--
2 88.2 2.7 80.4 :).2 
- -· 
I 70.G 1.0 64.7 1.0 
--~ 
Table I: Stage 2 AHT-EMAP :3-D object recognition simulation results as the fixed decision 
criteria (DC) decrease from 5 to 1. When DC=l, Stage 2 reduces to Stage 1. 
for all k c;f f{ 
(6) 
otherwise, 
where DC ::0: l. With DC = I, the Stage 2 decision criterion rule (6) reduce;; to the Stage 1 
F2'6 choice rule (5). With DC > I, the decision criterion prevents prediction when multiple 
EM A P categories are about equally acti vat eel at F{'b, reprcscn ti ng ambiguous predic:ti vc 
evidence. As (.he DC increases, both accuracy and the number of required input samples 
per decision tend to increase. For cornputational convenience, activity at F{'6 can also be 
contrast enhanced by a norrnalized power rule: 
N& (7) 
2_Js;:~>)'~ 
n:.:.:1 
Setting q == :3 in (7) make;; performance less sensitive to the DC va.lue than in the ca.;;c q ,= 
I (no contrast enhancement at F{'b). The value of q docs not change ;;y;;tem function. 
When the decision criterion fails, and (G) irnplics that yf6 =c 0 for all k, additional input. 
is sought to resolve the perceived ambiguity. In an application, additional inputs might 
r:orre;;poncl to multiple views or to multiple sarnplcs of a single view. 
Stage 2 simulation: Stage 1 spatial evidence accumulation improves performance by 
causing a. novel view to activate categories of two or more nearby training set views, which 
then strongly predict the correct object. However, many single view errors, c:ausc~cl by similar 
views a.cross difFerent objects, remain. Stage 2 or Stage ~l corrects most of these errors, when 
multiple views of the unknown objc~ct are available. With a high fixed decision criterion 
(DC=5.0) and an average of 1.8 test set views, Stage 2 AWI'-EMAP achieve;; 90.0% accu-
racy on the noise-free test set. Even on the noisy test sci., object identification remains at 
90.2% accurate, with a.n average or G.8 test set views. ·ra.ble I shows how both performance~ 
and the average nmnbcr of views decrease as the fixed decision criterion decrease:; frorn 5 to I. 
Stage 3: Temporal evidence accumulation 
The predictive decision criterion strategy (Stage 2 AHT-El'v!AP) searches multiple views 
or samples until one input satisfies the decision criterion. However any single noisy input 
vector a might produce map field activity that satisfies a given decision criterion but still 
. . 
make an incorrect prediction. T'he Stage 2 strategy does no\ benefit from the partial evidence 
provided by all the views that failed to meet the decision criterion. Further performance 
improvement in a noisy input environment i:; achieved through the application of a decision 
criterion to l-imc-intcgmtcdprcdictions that are generated by rnultiple inputs. Stage;) AH:J'. 
EMAP accumulates evidence. at a map evidence accumulation field FJ;;b (Figure !). The 
time scale of this rnediurn-tcrm memory (MTM) proce:;s is longer Umn that of the STM 
field activations resulting from the presence of a :;ingle view, but shorter than the long-tern1 
mcrnory (LTI'vl) stored in adaptive weights. 
Additive evidence integration: A straightforward way to implement evidence accu-
mulation at the Elvl i\ P module is to sum a. sequence of F{'b map activations at the evidence 
accumulation field Ft': 
(8) 
At Fj~", evidence accumulating MTM ('T'k'b) starts at zero and 1s reset to zero when the 
decision criterion is nH)t. Activitie:> v!"' at field F2"' obey: 
for all k cf f{ 
(9) 
othcrwi:>c. 
A cleci:;ion will eventually be rnaclc if the DC starts large and gradually dccrea:>es toward 1. 
As in St<tge 2 ('I'a.blc I), larger DC values tend to covary with both greater accuracy and 
longer input sequences. In simulations, the DC decreased exponentially form 6 to l: 
DC(l) ~~ 5(1.0 - rf 1 + 1, ( 10) 
where a(l) is the l'h input in a same-class sequence (l = 1,2, ... ). T'hc decay rate (r) was 
set equal to 0.2. Additive integration is equivalent to applying the decision criterion to a 
running average of map field activations x"b rather than to x"& itself. 
Stage 3 simulation: For a two-class prcxliction problcrn, evidence a.ccull1ula.tion illl· 
proves performance primarily by averaging acro:>s noisy inputs (Carpenter and Ros0, l99:3a, 
l99:3b ). Stage :3 ART-EMAP becornes increasingly useful as the number of predicted classes 
increases, since evidence accumulation can also help solve the difficult problem of disam-
biguating nearly identical views of different objects. With three or more object classes, 
when equal predictive evidence rnay exist for both the correct object <Ulcl an incorrect one, 
the identity of the erroneous class tends to vary from one input to the next. As the sequence 
of views grows, erroneous evidence is quickly overwhelmed by evidence for the correct object. 
In the Stage :3 AHT-EMAP three-object simulations, with the decreasing DC function (10), 
an average of 9.2 views were needed to reach 98.0% correct performance on the noise-free 
test set (Figure :.k). On the noisy test set, an average of 11.:3 views allowed the systern to 
reach 92.2% correct performance (Figure :Jf). 
Stage 4: Unsupervised rehearsal learning 
Temporal evidence accumulation allows the Stage :3 AHT-EMAP syslcrn to recogni%e 
objects from a series of ambiguous views. How<~vcr the system learns nothing from the final 
outcorne of this decision process. If, for example, an input sequence a(Il, ... , a(L) predicts an 
ART6 category /(, by (8)-(9), the entire sequence would need to be presented again before 
the same prediction would be made. 
Unsupervised rehearsal learning (Stage 4) fine-tunes pcrfonnance by feeding back to the 
system knowledge of the final prediction. Specifically, after input a(L) allows AHT-Ei'vli\P 
to choose the A F06 category f(, the sequence a (1), ... , a (1.) is re- prec;en ted, or rehearsed. 
Weights in an adaptive filter uj% from F1' to Fjlb are then adjusted, shifting category decision 
boundaries so that each input aU) in the sequence becornes rnore likely, on it0 own, to predict 
e<ttegory K 
Stage 4 simulation: Unsupervised rehearsal learning improves single view test set per-· 
forrnance only nmrginally on the :3-D object simulations. Stage 4 rehearsal learning was 
conducted on the 51 noise-free test set views. Ternporal evidence accumulation drew frorn 
an enlarged test set that incluclecl 72 aclclitional views. Accessing exemplars from this larger 
test set allows stable fine·- tuning by decreasing the percentage of ambiguous test views. After 
this line-tuning, performance on individual views from the original 51 test set inputs was 
73%, corn parcel to 70.6% at Stage I (Figure :Jb ). 
Conclusion 
Spatial and temporal evidence accumulation by ART-Eiv!AP have been shown to irnprove 
fmo%y AHTlVIAP pcrforrnancc on both the ARPA benchmark circle-in-the-square problem 
(Carpenter and Ross, 199:3a, 199:3b; vVilensky, 1990) and on the :3-D object recognition 
problem described here. Unsupervised rehearsal learning illustrates how self-training can 
fine-tunc system performance. AHT--EMAP is a general purpose algorithm for pattern class 
prediction based on the V;mporal integration of predictive evidence resulting from distributed 
. . 
recognition across a srnall set of trained categories. The system promises to be of use in a 
variety of applications, including :;patio-temporal irnagc: analysis and prediction as well as 
recognition of 3--D object;; frorn arnbiguous 2-D views. 
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